FOLDING A LINK:

Work on a sheet of scrap paper. Lay wrapper face down.

1. Fold in half lengthwise
2. Rub cap across folds to crease
3. Glue in center
4. Fold edges into center
5. Crease with cap
6. Glue on 1 side
7. Fold together
8. Crease
9. Fold in half
10. Fold ends into center to make a “V”

You made your first link!

HINTS:

Make several links and stick them under a book to hold in place. Wrappers vary in thickness— if the wrapper feels thin, just double-up by gluing 2 back to back!

FIRST LINK ONLY!

Punch your first link like this. SLIDE LINK ALL THE WAY TO THE BACK AND CENTER.

For video instructions- www.alextoys.com Search: “Candy Wrapper Jewelry”

MAKE A BRACELET!

NOTE:

V shaped link

Each link has a simple side and a side with many folds. It is much easier to slide the links into the loops of the simple side.

1. SIMPLE SIDE TO SIMPLE SIDE
2. SLIDE EACH SIDE OF “V” INTO THE LOOPS OF FIRST “V”
3. 1ST LINK WILL LOOK LIKE THIS
4. KEEP GOING UNTIL THE CHAIN IS LONG ENOUGH. 16 OR 17 IS A GOOD LENGTH.
5. FINISH YOUR BRACELET OFF WITH SUEDE CORD AND A BEAD!

HINT:

If you’re having trouble, place a clip on the 1st link to secure and slide the 2nd link in!

FINAL LINK:

Use hole punch

Make a hole on each end
Slide in final link

For a headband, thread 1 loop through the hole on each end and tie!

For a belt, use 1 suede cord and bead on each end! Just tie together to fasten!
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